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The Members Club

Clearly with people not able to meet in groups (or potentially even leave their homes) events 
have had to be cancelled. 

But how can you help your supporters (when they need your challenge event more than ever) 
and help save your fundraising income in the short and long term?

Invite the supporters who would have done runs, 
bike rides etc to still do a sponsored event for 
you, at home or on their own. Be proactive in 
inviting them to both do the real event for you in 
due course (eg in the autumn) and do something 
virtual in the short term. 

Here is what Andy’s team recommend to their 
supporters to maximise the positive feel of a 
virtual event:

• Do the activity on or close to the original event  
 date.
• Just as with any event, encourage people to  
 share in advance what they will be doing, as 
 well as during and after the event. This helps 
 them feel the high of their achievement as 
 they share the story and receive congratulations.
• Do any distance you like, rather than needing to  
 do the same as the planned event.
• Join an event group on the app Strava, so you  
 feel you’re competing alongside others in one  
 event and to increase the sense of achievement.  
 (Note, other apps eg Mapmyrun are available). 
• Also the team runs a Facebook Group which 
 makes it easier to share and recognise successes.
• If you can, send medals and handwritten cards to  
 congratulate.
• And recognise great stories on your website.
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‘Have your cake and 
eat it. Some of your 
supporters may get 
sponsored to do 
something virtually,
and do the real event
in due course.’ 
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Why is fundraising for your cause through events so relevant now?

Andy believes fundraising events have always helped participants meet three important human 
needs:

1  cHaLLenge
The need to prove yourself, to push yourself beyond your comfort zone, physically

2  connection
The need to be part of a group, in a shared endeavour, with the solidarity and camaraderie that 
brings

3  contriBution
The need to make a difference to a cause you care about, to leave the world in a better place

Andy’s view is that just because people are now dealing with another major health / societal 
/ economic problem with this pandemic right now, they have not stopped caring about the 
cause they had originally wanted to support by signing up for your event (CONTRIBUTION). 
And as they are now more isolated than before, having to stay at home, are getting bored, 
anxious and perhaps with reduced motivation to exercise, their need for CHALLENGE and 
CONNECTION is now greater than its ever been.

For these three reasons, Andy believes we should not hold back from giving would-be 
participants the opportunity to still take part and fundraise through virtual events.

What’s your events strategy?

While many charities focus largely on ‘getting people to sign up to do an event to receive the 
sponsorship money’, Andy’s team are clear they are in the business of helping people enjoy 
doing multiple events, ie they are long-term, regular participants who enjoy coming back each 
time. 

The heart of the success of all Andy’s events is what he calls ‘known supporters’. For example, 
the Return on Investment is dramatically higher when these friends do the march (sponsored 
walk) event, than when new supporters do.

Though this may seem obvious, it helps the team know who their key participants are, helps 
them justify time building outstanding relationships, and invest in regular communication and 
things like special jerseys, films, medals etc.

Andy’s team has achieved fabulous growth – from around £700,000 six years ago to £4.5 
million now. The source of this growth is complete clarity regarding their strategy. They know 
what business they are in.

Andy’s team have experimented with giving various special jerseys (inspired by the yellow 
jersey worn by the stage leader of the Tour de France. They found that awarding other special 
cycling jerseys has added value and increased people’s desire to sign up for future events. eg 
there are different coloured jerseys for survivors of prostate cancer taking part; for the person 
raising most money or bringing the most friends to join a team; and for anyone who doubled 
their fundraising target.
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postponement communication strategy

The first thing the team has put their energy into is communicating to would-be participants 
as the pandemic has progressed, what they plan to do in terms of postponing events. This 
happened most rapidly through the Facebook Groups and then by email.

Are you taking advantage of your most powerful tool?

Next, they have been making phone calls to as 
many participants as possible. Fascinatingly 
(especially as I know some fundraisers have been 
reluctant to make contact with their supporters in 
recent times), Andy has found that their supporters 
have been dramatically more willing to pick up the 
phone and chat than usual. Normally Andy would 
expect 10 – 30% of people to pick up the phone 
or call him back when he calls. This week, the 
rate at which people have answered their phone 
has rocketed to around 90%. Why? Presumably 
because many people have more time and are 
more conscious of the importance of helping 
others, in areas they care about, at this very 
difficult time. 

When another excellent fundraiser, James had to tell his would-be marathon runners that the 
event was postponed, he telephoned them all. Note, it would have been easy to just send 
an email at this busy time, but he was determined to get through on the phone as well. He 
managed to speak to most of them. He asked how they were doing and listened and cared. 
And he also asked if they’d still be willing to do the event in due course. 

Research by Prof Robert Cialdini suggests that runners verbally saying yes will have increased 
the chances that they will do so – humans like to be consistent where possible - and just as 
importantly, it will have improved his own morale, which is a fundraiser’s most valuable asset of 
all right now.

culture - creating positive energy and camaraderie in your team, even now

When everyone is separated, working from home, 
two important problems to solve are isolation and 
infrequent communication.

These effects are exacerbated if people are feeling 
more worried about their health, job security and 
various family problems.

As individuals and as leaders we need to proactively meet the need for connection and 
solidarity. We cannot take this for granted, and it takes time and effort. Importantly, the ideas 
and activities should not all be your responsibility, involve everyone in how they want to shape 
the new team culture when working from home.

‘this week the rate 
at which people have 
answered their phone
to talk to us has 
rocketed to around 
90%.’

‘as a leader, it’s now 
crucial to invest more 
effort than normal in
the team morale.’
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You’ve been working on:

How can you turn your ideas into action? 

What ideas have you taken from the bundle films or these notes?

Who could you talk to find ways to take action with your ideas?

?

We’d love to hear how you get on. Feel free to share your progress or questions in the Members 
Club Facebook Group.
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Andy’s team have been experimenting with:

• Happy half hour - every morning from 9.30. Checking in with the whole team, sharing key  
 issues, getting help and support, and also time for fun.
• This includes pets Zoom – introducing other people to your pet.
• A quick quiz, naming ‘3 famous bridges’ / ‘3 fruits or vegetables beginning with ‘P’ etc etc.
• through the key-hole – showing people round your home, so we get to know each other a  
 bit better.
• And on Friday at 5pm, virtual pub drink, alcoholic or non-alcoholic, to unwind / celebrate the  
 weekend.


